A new interpretation of the relativistic equation relating total-, momentum-, and massenergies is presented. With the aid of the familiar energy-relationship triangle, old and new interpretations are compared. And the key difference is emphasized -apparent relativity versus intrinsic relativity. Mass-to-energy conversion is then brought about by adopting a three-part strategy: One. Make the motion relative to the universal space medium. This allows the introduction of the concept of intrinsic energy (total, kinetic, and mass energies) as counterpart to the apparent version. Two. Recognize that a particle's mass property diminishes with increase in speed. This means introducing the concept of intrinsic mass (which varies with intrinsic speed). Three. Impose a change in the particle's gravitational environment. Instead of applying an electromagnetic accelerating force or energy in order to alter the particle's total energy, there will simply be an environmental change. Thus, it is shown how to use relativity equations and relativistic motion -in a way that exploits the distinction between apparent and innate levels of reality-to explain the mass-to-energy-conversion mechanism. Moreover, the mechanism explains the 100-percent conversion of mass to energy; which, in turn, leads to an explanation of the mechanism driving astrophysical jets.
Introduction
The second year of the third millennium saw the conceptual origination of the 5 fundamental processes that drive the universe, that sustain its perpetual existence, that make the world what it is. In that year, 2002, the ruling framework of the cosmos was uncovered.
The present article details the 13 th major discovery to emerge from the theory built on the foundation of those original processes. What follows details the discovery of the total conversion of mass to energy -without the involvement of antimatter.
Open Access

The Energy Triangle
For an understanding of the motion of objects and particles at a fundamental level, several forms of energy must be taken into account, namely the kinetic energy and the energy associated with momentum, as well as the total energy and the mass energy. The mathematical expressions for these energies will be developed and shown to be valid (if properly interpreted) for all speeds, from zero to lightspeed. Naturally, the four energies are mathematically related; in fact, they are related in such a way that they can be configured into a most useful energy triangle.
Momentum
First, consider the energy associated with momentum. The problem with the classical momentum expression is connected to the velocity υ. Velocity is a measurement, by definition, that depends on clock time. The faster you travel, the slower your accompanying time-keeping device (clock) will run. Joseph Hafele and Richard Keating, back in 1977,
performed the experiments that proved this to be true.
What this means for a relativistically moving particle is that it will cover a significantly greater distance during a time interval (say one second of its "slow-clock" time) compared to a one second interval recorded on a stationary clock. When the stationary observers measure the particle's speed (and hence, its momentum) they, of course, must use their own clock time. The difference in the clock times must be incorporated into the momentum equation.
The classical expression for the magnitude of the momentum of a particle moving with constant speed in the x-direction is x p m m t
in which ∆x is the distance covered in time ∆t.
As a first step to finding the relativistic expression for momentum, its definition is changed so that the velocity incorporates moving-clock time. That is, υ is now expressed as ∆x/∆t 0 , so that 0 x p m t
As before, ∆x is the distance travelled by a particle as viewed by an observer watching Conrad Ranzan Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology that particle. However, ∆t 0 is the time required to traverse that distance, measured not by the observer watching the moving particle but by a hypothetical observer moving with the particle. This ∆t 0 is the particles "proper" clock-time. A simple expansion of (2) gives [1] 0 0 x x t p m m t t t
The middle term (∆x / ∆t) is just the particle's velocity υ; and (∆t / ∆t 0 ) is the velocity-dependent clock-time ratio 
The thing to note is that, as the velocity approaches lightspeed c, the predicted magnitude of momentum tends to infinity. The true meaning of this infinity will be explained later, in Section 3.
Total Energy
The total energy E of a free body or particle is defined as [3] 2 E mc γ
where γ is again the velocity-dependent clock-time ratio. Now, since the total energy consists of two parts, the rest energy E 0 and the kinetic energy E kin , the full expression may be stated as 
There is nothing to prove here, since this is assumed to be true by definition. (Just be aware of the potential infinity.)
Now, there is a simple way to bring together (into one equation) the total energy, rest energy and motion energy. It is a matter of algebraically combining Equation (4) and Equation (5) to obtain ( ) ( )
The proof is given in the Appendix.
Another useful equation is one that relates total energy E and momentum p. It is de- (8) an expression for momentum in terms of velocity and total energy.
Rest Energy
The rest energy of a body or particle is found with equations (6), (7) , and (8) . When the velocity is zero, then momentum p will equal zero. And with p = 0, the expanded Equation (7) changes as follows: ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Notice that this equation works for all particles and all velocities, with the understanding that anything with (or of ) mass cannot travel at lightspeed. For any particular particle, the rest energy E 0 does not vary -it is an innate property. For particles with mass, m is constant and E 0 > 0. As an example, the rest energy of an electron is 0.511 Million electron Volts (MeV). While for a particle with no mass, m, obviously, is zero and E 0 = 0.
The photon is the patent example; it has no mass and since it does not exist in a rest state, the photon's rest mass equals zero. Equation (9) is consistent with the reality in both cases.
Note, however, what happens with the commonly misapplied expression, 2 
E mc =
(Here the symbol for total energy E is used instead of the correct one for rest energy.) If , where E γ is the energy of the photon -energy that cannot be zero. Thus, it wrongly attributes the photon with a mass value. In other words, 2 0 E mc = is the preferred and logically more consistent expression for rest energy.
Energy Triangle
The energy formulations can be combined in a graphic way. Here is the bare-bones version of the energy equation -based on Equations (6) and (7) from above:
Total Rest Momentum energy energy energy = + .
Since it has the basic Pythagorean form, it can be configured as a right-angled triangle (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1.
The energy triangle embodies the Pythagorean relationship among the energy components that may be associated with bodies or particles; and most relevantly to elementary particles -be they mass or massless, be they stationary or moving at the speed of light.
The range of validity is checked as follows.
Low-speed Test.
What is the prediction for nonrelativistic speeds? From Equations (6) and (7), 
For low speed, Figure 2 . Energy "triangle" accommodates both mass and massless particles. (a) A free stationary particle has only rest energy; (b) a moving mass particle has a full complement of energy components; (c) energy particles have no rest energy, thus the two other sides of the triangle come together so that the two energies of motion are equal.
Traditional Manipulation of the Energy Triangle
Mass Deemed Constant
The traditional approach in applying the relativistic energy equations (represented by the energy triangle) is to treat the mass energy as a fixed quantity. For example, the base of the triangle for a speeding proton always equals 938 MeV (or 1.50×10 −10 joules). This now-well-established stratagem among physicists is to elevate the status of mass and keep it constant -regardless of the state of motion. The modern view is that there is no distinction between rest mass and relativistic mass. True enough, Einstein and his followers for a good number of years claimed that mass increases with speed -it was, after all, part of the original special relativity theory. Sir Arthur S. Eddington was among those who falsely believed that mass increases with speed. But, as with several of his other The question is, How can the energy triangle (and the relativity equations) be used to represent the conversion of mass to energy? What must take place in the physical world? … The most essential requirement is that the mass particle must attain the speed of light. Only then, will the mass be in the form of pure energy. But how is the speed to be attained? Yes, there is an innate problem, a theoretically imposed condition, a textbook mantra.
Nevertheless, imagine just such an attempt. A graphic demonstration (Figure 3) shows what happens as a charged particle is driven step-by-step to ever higher speeds using an imagined unlimited supply of external energy. As the force is applied, the speed increases, the kinetic energy (and hence total energy) and momentum energy increase. The mass energy, by the conventional rules of relativistic physics, remains invariant. The vertical side grows in length, so does the hypotenuse, while the base representing the mass remains unchanged. As the speed approaches that of light the energy input tends to infinity. Conventional way of manipulating the energy triangle is to hold the base constant (in light of the assumption that mass is invariant) and then increase the triangle's height. Consider a hypothetical example for a hydrogen ion; electric field energy is applied in ever greater intensity -while the ion gains ever more energy of motion. There is no theoretical limit to this process, and as the energy grows without restriction, the speed approaches c. However, the particle never attains lightspeed and never becomes massless. It always retains its mass. (Hydrogen mass is 1.67×10 [5] .
It is doubtful that anyone believes that a mere proton, a stripped-down hydrogen atom, travelling very close to the speed of light, could actually possess the energy equivalence of a cruising motorcycle. Pause and think about it. Something else must be going on.
Problems with the Traditional Approach
Applied energy versus acquired energy. Granted, the equations don't lie; but how is it possible to seriously suggest that a hydrogen atom could, within the realm of physics, amass the energy of a cruising motorcycle!? … It requires enormous faith in one simple assumption -the assumption that the energy, the electromagnetic field energy, applied to the charged particle is equal to the energy the particle actually acquires.
What about the likelihood that the energy expended in moving the hydrogen atom (or ion), is not necessarily the energy gained and possessed by it? Where the vast amount of applied energy goes, if not acquired by the particle, is not here important. The more realistic view is that the equations are representative of the external energy required to accelerate the particle/body to attain relativistic speed. It makes much more sense to say that no vast amount of applied energy could propel something to lightspeed, than it is to say that the particle's energy tends to infinity as its speed approaches lightspeed!
The equation-predicted energy for extreme motion may well be the applied energy; but it most certainly is not what is possessed by the speeding atom.
Apparent versus intrinsic energy of motion.
The problem here is that conventional Physics draws no distinction between apparent and intrinsic forms of kinetic energy. And in the context of the mass-to-energy discussion, it means a failure to distinguish between the motion of conventional relativity and motion relative to the universal medium (motion with respect to aether).
This touches on what is one of the biggest shortcomings in all physics -the failure to draw distinctions among the three types of fundamental motions. They are as follows: motion through aether, motion with aether, and motion irrespective of aether (that is, ordinary relative motion). They require different interpretations of equations; and may lead to radically different results. A dramatic and generally unrecognized example is the total cancellation of the centrifugal effect. Without recognizing the difference between motion through aether and with aether, significant astronomical rotation cannot be understood; and has led to the invention of dark matter, a hypothetical substance that compounds the bafflement of astrophysicists. Another example, where aether-referenced motion is important, is revealed in the difference between apparent and intrinsic radiation energy. The wrong interpretation here has trapped proponents of the Sachs-Wolf effect-an hypothetConrad Ranzan Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology ical process that has recently been disproved [6] . What had been long thought by physicists to be an energy gain by photons during segments of the cosmic journey was actually an intrinsic energy loss! The infinity problem. When the motion-energy equations are interpreted as in Figure 3 , the energy tends to infinity. Equations that behave this way are a red flag. The underlying phenomenon that the equation represents is losing its connection to reality. The underlying theory is pushing beyond its legitimate domain. Such drift to infinity is the signal that some other interpretation needs to be explored.
Problem of the missing unifying theory. Conventional Physics lacks a unifying theory for mass and energy particles. And worse, some theorists adamantly maintain a strict distinction between the two, and hold that there is one conservation law for mass and another law for energy -thus, precluding the conversion of one to the other [7] . Without some fundamental connection between mass and energy, without something more than just mathematical symbolism, explaining their interconvertibility becomes an insurmountable task. Since the goal here is to explain mass-to-energy conversion, a unifying theory is essential.
A simple solution to this problem is already in the literature and will be put to use in the next Section.
The primacy-of-mass problem. The fundamental problem is that the mass is treated as invariant regardless of speed. No increase of mass with increase of motion, that is the standard view; but that, in itself, is not the problem. Unfortunately, the "invariant" view also precludes the possibility that the mass may actually (intrinsically) decrease with extreme motion. It turns out, as will be explained shortly, that just such a scenario in which a particle diminishes its mass-value as it approaches the speed of light resolves the mass-to-energy question.
Restrictive nature of relativity theory. There is a fundamental limitation built into relativity theory. Its motion and energy equations are rooted in electrodynamics and form an essential part of relativity theory. This connection is explicit in the title of Einstein's seminal 1905 paper (considered to be the foundation piece for modern relativity), "On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies," and imposes a profound barrier. The key to understanding this lies in the term "electrodynamics," which means there is force and/or energy involved. Always. (It is a key point, for an alternate barrier-free process does exist.)
In general, the equations are applicable to all speeds (as demonstrated earlier). However, an energy divergence situation -a divergence to infinity-can arise and must be correctly interpreted. Most emphatically, it does not mean that a subluminal particle is precluded from attaining lightspeed. Not at all. It is only within Einstein's theory that the attainment of lightspeed is precluded. In that theory, the "infinity" is a fundamental reConrad Ranzan Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology striction; it signals the fact that no electrodynamic force, no electromagnetic field, can ever drive a charged particle up to the full speed of light.
In the context of this paper's theme, the electrodynamic force cannot directly cause mass-to-energy conversion.
The relativity equations must be interpreted in the light of the fact of being rooted in the physics of electrodynamics. There is, however, another way -another interpretation.
Alternate Approach in Applying the Relativistic Energy Equation
Space Medium, Mass Diminishment, Gravity Influence
The fact, then, is that no applied force can ever cause a mass particle to attain lightspeed and effect a mass-to-energy conversion. And it makes perfect sense. There is an intuitive way to understand the reason. It's a simple matter of a diminishing return on energy invested.
Consider the problem from this perspective. In particle accelerators, powerful magnetic fields are used to accelerate charged particles such as protons or electrons. Plain and simple, the force driving the particles is an electromagnetic field; the charged particles are being "pushed" by the photons of the electromagnetic field. It should be obvious that when the speed difference is large, when the lightspeed photons are interacting with stationary or slow-moving protons, the accelerating "push" will be greatest. It should be equally obvious that when the speed difference is small, the push-effect will be comparatively weaker. The push provided by the field will produce a smaller and smaller incremental change in the speed -a diminishing return on energy invested. Regardless of the intensity of the accelerating electromagnetic field, the closer the charged particles (protons or electrons) are driven to lightspeed, the more negligible will be the effect of the force experienced by the particles. In the theoretical limit, as the field force becomes infinitely great, the increase in speed becomes vanishingly small. Lightspeed can never be attained. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated in a moment, it is not the fundamental equations (the energy equations) that stand in the way.
Einstein described the diminishing potency of the driving force this way:
"A body at rest has mass but no kinetic energy, that is, energy of motion. A moving body has both mass and kinetic energy. It resists change of velocity more strongly than the resting body. It seems as though the kinetic energy of the moving body increases its resistance. If two bodies have the same rest mass, the one with the greater kinetic energy resists the action of an external force more strongly."[8]
The conventional approach, then, is a conundrum -a catch-22 situation. Mass converts to pure energy, provided it can be compelled to travel at lightspeed. But in order to attain lightspeed the mass must first convert to pure energy. Call it the dilemma of the unreachable speed.
In order to resolve the dilemma, three changes must be introduced.
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One. Make the motion relative to the universal space medium. This allows the introduction of the concept of intrinsic energy (total, kinetic, and mass energies) as counterpart to the apparent version.
Two. Recognize that a particle's mass property diminishes with increase in speed. This means introducing the concept of intrinsic mass (which varies with intrinsic speed).
Three. Instead of applying an electromagnetic force or energy, there will simply be an environmental change -a change in the particle's gravitational environment.
The reasonableness of these changes will be discussed in a moment, but first, the specifics of the alternate approach. The strategy is to interpret the energy triangle in terms of intrinsic parameters. That is, first and foremost, the velocity of the particle/body is taken to be with respect to the universal space medium (henceforth, the aether). This intrinsic velocity υ int also appears in the gamma factor -which now becomes the intrinsic gamma factor γ int . And since mass decreases with speed (per introduced change number "Two"), it too becomes an intrinsic parameter. The new-approach energy triangle, appropriately labelled with the revised parameters, is shown in Figure 4 . 
And from the Figure-4 triangle it is obvious that
The important difference is that mass is now a function of aether-referenced motion and can vary from rest-mass-value m 0 all the way down to zero ( Figure 5 ). In terms of the gamma factor,
( 16) And in terms of the velocity,
As convention has it, m 0 is the rest mass and remains constant within the equation (i.e., m 0 is not a variable parameter). An expression for the kinetic energy follows directly from the energy triangle (Figure 4) .
(18) Figure 5 . How mass varies with speed. Specifically, how it varies when the cause of the change in speed is not an applied force but, rather, a change in the particle or body's gravitational environment. (Symbol m 0 is the rest mass and υ int is the aether-referenced speed.) Figure 6 . Schematic demonstration of mass-to-energy conversion. (The hypotenuse is held constant as the base shrinks with increasing speed). Since no force is applied, under the condition described in the text, there is no reason to expect any change to the total energy (mass energy plus kinetic energy). Thus, the energy triangle's hypotenuse remains constant during the conversion. Conservation law is obeyed; with no loss or gain.
So, aether referencing has been adopted and mass variability has been introduced. Now
for the third item, changing the speed without applying energy. This change comes with a most convenient opportunity.
Since no energy is to be applied to the mass, as only an alteration it its gravitational surroundings will take place, it is, therefore, reasonable to assume a strict adherence to the conservation of energy principle -starting with the mass energy and ending with the same amount, but in pure radiation form.
What it means in the schematic representation (Figure 6 ) of this mass-to-energy conversion is that the hypotenuse remains unchanged throughout the transformation. The total intrinsic energy magnitude remains constant. The concept of mass decrease (diminishment with increasing speed) changes our understanding of the energy of motion. It leads to the radical difference between the kinetic energy of Figure 3 and that of Figure 6 . Recall the textbook definition. The kinetic energy is said to be "the work required to accelerate the particle from rest to its observed speed." But what if no work is done, no force is applied? And there is not even a change of speed, at least not in the conventional sense. What then?
What if the particle is simply subjected to an unavoidable change in its gravitational situation? In such a case, a broader view of kinetic energy is necessary, one that incorporates a dual interpretation based on two kinds of motion -apparent and intrinsic. In order to cover all situations, there must be two fundamentally different interpretations of kinetic energy. See Table 1 . Table 1 . Dual interpretation of kinetic energy. The energy of motion has two distinct interpretations -the conventional one based on apparent motion and the fundamental one based on intrinsic (aether-referenced) motion. Most importantly, the intrinsic interpretation is crucial for understanding the gravitational conversion of mass to pure energy.
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Justification Discussion
Aether. The first change really needs no elaboration. Einstein [9] invoked the aether concept, Michelson and Morley [10] [13] . In the next section, the DSSU mechanism of mass reduction is clearly described.
Change "Three" invokes a force that is not a true force. Be reminded that the electromagnetic force is a true force (and according to DSSU theory, it is the universe's only fundamental force). Gravity, on the other hand, is not a true force; there are no force-carrier particles; gravity is simply an effect produced by the flow gradient of the aether. So, while an electromagnetic force when applied to a charged particle is expected to increase its energy, there is no reason to expect the mere presence of gravity to alter the energy of an at-rest particle/body. But note, under the new interpretation, it is the total energy that remains constant regardless of the gravity intensity. Not so for the mass energy.
As a fundamental point of distinction, the conventional view is that mass energy remains constant regardless of the gravity intensity. Place a 1 kilogram mass onto the surface of an earth-like planet, earth-size but with a much higher density, and the gravitational "pull" will be correspondingly much greater -but by the conventional interpretation the mass does not change, it will still be only 1 kilogram.
It turns out that when extreme gravity is the driver (with no electromagnetic force applied to the particle), the expectation is a clean mass-to-energy conversion.
In summary, the adoption of the three changes was justified, as was the reinterpretation of the original energy triangle.
Mass and the Conversion Mechanism
Demonstrating the mass-to-energy conversion using the energy triangle was quite straightforward; demonstrating the physical mechanism of the conversion is equally uncomplicated, if not more so.
In the early part of the 20 th century, physicists became aware of the deep connection between mass and radiation particles. One who expressed the connection most clearly was the eminent English physicist and astronomer James Hopwood Jeans (1877 Jeans ( -1946 According to James Jeans, the process of mass conversion -its conversion to radiation energy-is merely a process of releasing confined radiation (or what we call photons, particles of electromagnetic energy).
Consider the electron, probably the simplest known mass particle. The most realistic model has it configured as a double looping photon. The self-looping photon is polarized in a manner that causes the peak electric lines of force to be directed radially outward (and by convention these radial force lines are pointing inward for electrons and outward half-integral spin, independent of its size." [16] So how does the James Jeans idea of "unbottling imprisoned wave-energy" work for that simplest of mass particles, the electron?
To better see what is happening, it helps to simplify the double loop of the constituent photon and imagine it stretched into a single loop lying in the xy-plane (Figure 8a ). This does not change the distance the photon propagates; it just simplifies the drawing being used to help explain the mass conversion. Most importantly, since intrinsic motion is being discussed, the coordinate axes in the figure (Figure 8 ) are stationary with respect to the aether. In other words, the four views show what an imaginary observer, who is embedded in the aether, would "see" when looking at a passing electron.
As a first step, examine the situation for the electron in the rest state (Figure 8a) . The constituent photon is propagating at lightspeed (as of course it must) while nominally confined within the xy-plane. The rotational speed (which here is the same as its tangen- 
Clearly, as the z-axis component increases, the rotational component must decrease. In other words, as the kinetic energy of motion increases, the mass energy decreases.
Naturally, at no time can the photon's υ z velocity vector (which is also the electron's translational velocity) exceed the speed of light.
However, under extreme conditions, when the photon's υ z velocity attains lightspeed, the rotational velocity vanishes. And so does the electron's mass. The helical path has transformed to a linear one (Figure 8d) ; the electron's mass has transformed into pure energy. The trapped electromagnetic wave has been "unbottled."
In the next section, it will be shown how the unbottling speed is actually attainable.
The current section ends with a summary discussion of mass. The property of mass is defined by two essentials. One is the absorption, excitation and vanishment of aether (as discussed in various DSSU research articles available at www.cellularuniverse.org). The other is something best described as electromagnetic wave confinement. This means there must be a non-zero revolving velocity component; that is, the constituent photon (or photons in the case of mass particles more complex than the electron) must revolve, orbit like, about some center. The tighter the confinement (the smaller the loop radius) is, the greater is the mass. Furthermore, the smaller the pitch of the photons helical path is, the greater is the intrinsic mass. Conversely, the greater the helical pitch, the smaller the intrinsic mass. If the helical path is stretched to such an extent that it becomes linear, then the property of mass vanishes -the photon no longer manifests that property. Remarkably the mass has thus faded to zero -and without mass there can be no mass energy. What remains is but the kinetic energy. And so it is for all mass particles, specifically for those subjected to the condition to be detailed below.
What about the opposite process, the fresh formation of mass from the basic energy 
Astrophysical Situation
Stellar Collapse and the End-State Structure
Consider a star with a mass equivalent to about 3.4 times that of our Sun. It is at the end of its normal lifespan and it has no rotation. Imagine this massive star undergoing a simplified gravitational collapse. No sudden implosion, no rebound ejection, no nova event,
and no supernova explosion -just a gradual contraction. Now, depending on the theory being used, there are two radically different outcomes predicted. One is according to the well-established theory of gravity, which conspicuously lacks a causal mechanism; the other is according to the recently-validated theory of gravity and which does have a causal mechanism [17] . One conforms to the conventional collapse scenario, which, if taken to its logical conclusion, ends in a physical impossibility; the other produces a perfectly natural end-state.
Traditional scenario. The key point in the conventional view is that there is no force in nature that can prevent the star's complete implosion. Given the aggregated quantity of 3.4 Suns, there is simply too much mass. As the star collapses, the mass density rises. It rises until it reaches the ultimate density -nuclear or neutron density. The conventional belief is that stationary maximum-density stars cannot exceed 2.16 solar masses. "With an accuracy of a few percent, the maximum mass of non-rotating neutron stars cannot exceed 2.16 solar masses." [18] What this means is that if the collapsed object (the neutron-density mass) exceeds 2.16 Suns, then Nature's ultimate push-back, the degeneracy pressure of neutronium matter, is not sufficient to sustain the structure. If the mass exceeds the limit (which it clearly does in the hypothetical example of 3.4 Suns), then there is no known force to prevent total collapse. The collapse follows the scenario shown in Figure 9a , a scenario with a catastrophic physical breakdown ending in a mathematical entity called a singularity.
Also take note of a critical boundary. Understand that it has two interpretations with radically different implications. Appreciate the difference when comparing the two parts of Figure 9 .
The traditional view in a nutshell:
"The view among relativists is that as the mass collapses, it reaches a stage of concentration at which the escape velocity is equal to the speed of light. The associated spherical 'boundary' is, for obvious reason, called an event horizon. The collapse continues; it continues accelerating toward the center of gravity. The collapse ends as a singularity -a point of infinite density. The mass ends up sealed deep within an outer 'boundary.' The singular mass, along with its uncompromising one-way barrier, is called a stellar black hole. It is a most preposterous unnatural end-state."[19]
Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology Natural collapse. The key to understanding the Natural collapse mechanism is in recognizing the convergent flow of aether into mass -any and all mass, as well as any matter that can be converted to mass. Recall, the defining characteristic of mass is its need to continuously absorb/annihilate aether. The very existence of the mass depends on this steady inflow. Now, the nature of fluid dynamics requires that, as the medium converges, the speed of the flow increases. From the two facts just cited, it follows that the maximum flow speed occurs at the surface of the mass structure (of the collapsing stellar structure, in this case). After penetrating the surface, the aether is absorbed/annihilated as it continues its convergent course, but with diminishing speed, towards the center of mass [20] .
The important point is this: the inflow is maximal at the surface AND as the area of the surface decreases (due to the contraction of the stellar mass) the flow speed must increase. Therefore, as the structure collapses, and this is still being visualized as a gradual non-violent contraction, it increases until eventually it becomes critical. The aether inflow
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attains the speed of light (Figure 9b) .
It is at this stage that the collapse comes to an end. The mass has reached its peak density (neutron density 1.6×10 18 kg/m 3 ); it has a one-way lightspeed boundary; yet it does not violate the speed rule of special relativity (as will be confirmed shortly). The final product is an end-state neutron star with a radius of 10 kilometers. It simply cannot contract further -even if more mass is added.
The significant difference:
With a singularity-type black hole, the critical boundary is an event horizon located in free space. With a Natural collapse to a Terminal neutron star (another name for the critical-state neutron star), the critical boundary is a pure-energy layer located right on, or at, the physical surface.
The Terminal neutron star has a critical-state surface -a physical one-way boundary.
Surface Transitions to Criticality
The mechanism of conversion of mass to energy resides in the surface region -specifically, in its transition to criticality. The surface region provides the gravitational environment where the transformation can take place.
The familiar electron will again be the focus of the mass-to-energy conversion discussion. This time the electron is kept stationary -motionless at the surface of the gravitating structure-while the aether flows downward onto, and through, the surface. And by making this a thought experiment, we are afforded the luxury of following one and the same electron during selected intervals of the stellar collapse.
The stellar mass is the 3.4-Solar-mass spherical body introduced above. The mass constituting the surface -be it gaseous, plasmic, or solid-is subjected to an aether "wind" in accordance with the following equation, derived in reference [20] For example, if the collapse is momentarily halted (easily done, since remember this is a thought experiment) at R surface = 1000 kilometers, the boundary-layer mass, including the test electron, will experience an aether flow of one-tenth lightspeed (or 30,000 km/s).
When the radius reaches 250 km, the aether flow will be one-fifth the speed of light.
Continuing, when the aether speed is checked at radius 40 km, the surface flow will be one-half lightspeed (150,000 km/s). And if the collapse is halted when the radius shrinks to 15.7 km, the aether flow will be eight-tenths lightspeed (240,000 km/s). Finally, at Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology tural stability is attained, further collapse is precluded. Four of the "stopping points" are indicated in Figure 10 . . The simplest way to interpret the graph is to hypothetically assume that the collapse momentarily stops at each point while the speed of the aether flow is somehow measured. The collapse necessarily ends at the point where the flow reaches lightspeed -when the radial contraction reaches 10 kilometers. Figure 11 . How surface-embedded electrons respond to the velocity of aether inflow at various instances during gravitational collapse (specifically in connection with the collapse plotted in Fig. 10 ). For the electrons to remain stationary at the surface, they must race through the aether "headwind" at (a) Nevertheless, there is a mechanism whereby mass does convert instantaneously.
Instantaneous Conversion
This time consider an electron or a chunk of mass freefalling towards a critical-state neutron star. Here is a step-by-step description of what is involved under the "instantaneous" mode of conversion.
1. A critical-state neutron star is a gravitationally collapsed object with a super-dense mass interior surrounded by an energy layer. It is called a Terminal neutron star and has its conceptual roots in DSSU theory (in which it is also known as a Superneutron star) [20] . The Terminal star is an extraordinarily strange and stable structure; it does not undergo any further self-collapse.
2. The freefalling mass particles being considered are embedded in the universal space medium; that is, they are flowing WITH the aether. They are on a collision course with the Terminal star.
3. The particles are flowing with the aether and, therefore, are at-rest with respect to it.
In other words, their intrinsic energy is entirely mass energy. Their energy-triangle representation would be just a horizontal line (as in Figure 6 ). 
Energy Escape Mechanism
A natural set of circumstances facilitates the escape of the energy build-up in the surface of the end-state collapsed structure. This structure, the Terminal neutron star, has the following essential features: First, it has a relatively-thin layer of "stationary" high-energy photons (gamma particles) as well as neutrinos (phase-shifted and superpositioned paired photons). Second, a surface that takes the place of a conventional event-horizon boundary, and, exactly like the latter, prevents outbound radiation from escaping. The surface photonic layer rests atop the densest state of mass in existence (of nuclear or supernuclear density). And third, as explained in detail in [21] , the structure has a pair of polar "escape holes" in the photonic surface. A couple of other attributes are usually present, but are probably not essential. Notably, there is almost always a magnetic field whose intensity at the poles helps to maintain the integrity of the escape portals. And, of course, a magnetic field is generally associated with rotation. It is a ubiquitous feature in collapsing and collapsed structures; and is invariably present to one degree or another. Although it is not an essential feature for the operation of the emission mechanism, rotation does influence certain characteristics of the external environment (namely jets and any accretion disk that may be present). It should be pointed out that the magnetic field is essential only for the initial formation of the escape portals.
A closer look at the photon and neutrino escape mechanism: The photonic layer is a lightspeed zone whose thickness is delineated on the exterior side by the boundary where the aether inflow first attains lightspeed. This relatively thin layer contains Nature's most energetic electromagnetic waves and undoubtedly holds Nature's densest state of radiation per unit volume. Think of these photons as absolutely saturating their domain -a domain totally inaccessible to investigation from the outside world, so that the enormous density can only be imagined. It is the sheer density of energy in the photon layer that forces the particles toward the edge of the polar portals. Once they reach the polar opening, they escape. They escape at lightspeed; but note, this speed is not with respect to the Terminal star's surface but, rather, with respect to the inflowing aether. Collectively, they form a curtain around the opening -a cylindrical shaft of ultra-high energy blasting into deep space.
The lateral displacement of photons and neutrinos and their escape at the portals never diminishes the surface-layer's energy density. Lost photons can always be replaced by Conrad Ranzan Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology more mass-to-energy conversion as well as by the capture of incoming radiation -the staggeringly abundant stream of cosmic microwave background radiation. An energy amplification process (via the blueshifting of the trapped photons) plays a major role in fueling the system. Thus, the streaming of escaping energy is a continuous phenomenon.
Vast energy is continuously generated within, within the surface; and energy is steadily streaming in from without; and energy is sporadically "exploding" onto the surface, as bulk-mass impacts. It all, immediately or eventually, escapes as a ring of radiation -at opposite poles.
Quantum Gravity, Black-Hole Energy States and Hawking Radiation
The section dealing with end-state collapse would not be complete without a brief discussion of mass-to-energy conversion in the context of quantum physics and quantum gravity. So when a quantum of Hawking radiation is emitted near the event horizon, the "nucleus of the gravitational atom" (i.e., the Schwarzschild black hole) loses mass/energy and the black hole drops to a lower excitation state; this being analogous to the Hydrogen atom having its electron drop to a lower energy state.
Professor Christian Corda's papers detailing this interpretation include [22, 23, 24, 25] .
Several assumptions are required: The verity of Hawking radiation; "the unitarity of the black hole quantum evaporation"; the existence of quantum levels of excitation for black holes analogous to the electron's energy states in a Bohr-like atom; the black hole must be nonrotating (the method "works only for the simplest BH, that is the Schwarzschild static BH."); the "assumption that Schrödinger equations can be used universally for all dynamics in the universe." … Furthermore, accepted is the fundamental principle Conrad Ranzan Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology of the Schwarzschild paradigm -the density of matter has no upper limit.
Needless to say, the quantum approach is vastly different from the subquantum strategy of DSSU theory. One is based on quantum energy states; the other is based on the dynamics of a subquantum medium.
The quantum-physics mechanism for mass-to-energy conversion and ejection: It is extraordinarily weak; particles are emitted, in Dr Corda's words, "with energy of the order of the Hawking temperature." It is exceedingly protracted; a black hole of the Sun's mass, assuming no additional mass infall, would last 10 66 years! The mechanism requires, as noted above, a number of unsubstantiated assumptions. Significantly, it fails as a source of ultra-high energy particles -not to mention as a driver of astrophysical jets.
The DSSU theory mass-to-energy conversion and ejection: Exploits the subquantum medium, the ethereal essence of the universe; explains the generation of the most energetic particles in all the universe via the most prodigious and intense ejection mechanism; resolves several major astrophysical phenomena; and requires no extraordinary or invalid assumptions. Furthermore, the mechanism works for any Terminal star (critical-state neutron star) whatsoever, rotating or nonrotating, accreting or non-accreting. [19, 21] 
Implications and Conclusion
Before discussing several important implications, an important unifying aspect of mass is explained and a quick summary is presented.
The Mechanism applies to ALL mass. Because of the way it has been defined, all mass is subject to the Conversion Mechanism -all particles and objects that have the attribute The essential property of mass is some form of photonic self-orbiting; while the defining property of pure energy particles is their free (nominally linear) propagation. When total conversion takes place, the Mechanism frees the photons and allows them to propagate linearly (within the neutron star's surface).
Mass, then, loses its essential property when it is compelled into a lightspeed situation.
And that situation only occurs on, and in, the surface energy layer of an end-state neutron star. The Conversion Mechanism is the process that creates that energy layer and thereafter sustains it.
It is worth repeating, the ONLY difference between mass and massless particles is this:
Loop-confined propagation versus free-linear propagation. Although the constituent photon or photons always travel at lightspeed, the mass particle itself necessarily travels at less than lightspeed (as was detailed in Figure 8 ).
Quick Summary
A quick review. Categorically, mass cannot travel through the space medium at lightspeed. And yet the subject of this article is about what happens when mass is compelled to do so. The resolution to this seeming contradiction presents an opportunity for a quick review.
At the heart of the matter is the explanation of why anything of mass cannot move at lightspeed. By definition, a mass particle consists of at least one self-orbiting photon (as is the case for the electron and the positron). More broadly, mass particles exist as various simple or complex configurations of multiple photons. Also, by definition a photon travels at the speed of light. If the mass particle's constituent photon is to continue to self-orbit, then the photon's forward motion in the direction it may be forced to travel will necessarily always be less than c. The photon's motion must be apportioned between the looping direction and the linear direction -so that the vector sum of the two must be precisely the speed of light.
Clearly then, if mass is compelled to travel at lightspeed, its constituent photon(s) can no longer self-orbit. It no longer meets the requirement of the definition; and it is, therefore, no longer considered to be mass. It simply loses its "mass" property.
A quick reminder about the space medium. It was ignored for decades. But it turns out that the universe's background 3-dimensional space is permeated by aether. However, this is not the 19 th -century physical aether. Not at all. The modern aether, in its static state, is not any sort of mass-or-energy medium. Rather, it is -when in its static state-nonphysical in conformity with Einstein's medium (as expounded in his 1920 Leyden Lecture [9] ). In its dynamic state, it manifests energy. Quick summary of the two interpretations of the energy triangle. The thing to understand is that the two approaches serve different purposes. The traditional interpretation deals with the "apparent" world -where everything is relative to the observer or the measuring instruments. The new interpretation deals with the intrinsic world -where everything is relative to the universal space medium. The difference is most clearly exemplified by the surface objects/particles of a gravitating body; at one and the same time, they can be apparently stationary AND intrinsically racing through the aether medium.
The traditional understanding employs the measured (or calculated) values of parameters in constructing an apparent-energy triangle; while the universal space medium is not considered. The apparent-energy triangle is applicable to situations where force or energy is or has been applied to a particle or object. The triangle's defining principle is the mass The most important message revealed in Figure 12 has to do with total conversion. In Part (a), complete conversion is flat-out unattainable, even with the addition of unlimited amounts of energy. Total conversion can only be modeled with the Part (b) intrinsic triangle. In this total transformation of mass-to-energy, no external energy is active (none applied, none involved). Only the gravitational environment is important.
One last point relating to the apparent-versus-intrinsic interpretations. Apparent total energy changes with applied force -with the application of additional energy. However, for the intrinsic interpretation, the total innate energy of a particle does not change -regardless of the gain in kinetic energy from an external force and as long as the confined photon's wavelength does not change. With the gravitational situation, there is no external force (other than the aether flow of the gravity effect, which is not a true force); so, no change in intrinsic energy should be expected. As the length of the hypotenuse reveals (Figure 12b) , the total innate energy of a mass particle does not change.
Implications
The Conversion Mechanism via gravitational collapse/contraction leads to some profound consequences, including the resolution to a number of previously unresolved mysteries. However, for the intrinsic-energy triangle, Part (b), the energy of mass varies -it varies with intrinsic (relative to aether) motion-while the total energy remains constant. Under the apparent-triangle interpretation, for all the reasons cited earlier, applying energy to a particle will not, not ever, drive it to lightspeed. The essential point is that total conversion can only be modeled with the Part (b) intrinsic triangle. Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology Nature has two ways for converting mass to energy. There are now two mechanisms for mass-to-energy conversion. Prior to the implications associated with the formation (and mere presence) of Terminal stars, the only known 100% mass-to-energy conversion mechanism was the one involving the annihilation of particle-antiparticle pairs. The simplest example is the conversion of an electron and a positron into two gamma photons (e − + e + → γ + γ). The inverse reaction has also been observed to occur under appropriate conditions and energy levels; two gamma photons collide to produce an electron and an antielectron. The equation for this particle-antiparticle pair formation is γ + γ → e − + e + .
Under the particle-interaction mechanism and given the appropriate conditions, nature provides for the mutual convertibility between mass and energy. The reactions can go both ways. However, with the neutron-star mechanism the conversion is, for the most part, a one-way process; the energy of the mass goes into the production of pure energy (gamma photons and neutrinos) which sustains the polar emission beams.
Driver behind astrophysical jets. The Conversion Mechanism provides the primary component of the energy driving astrophysical jets. In accordance with DSSU theory, there are two sources of energy involved. These sources are associated with two distinct mechanisms for generating energy.
One source of energy -the first mechanism-is, of course, the conversion of mass via gravitational collapse and via additional impact, as were discussed earlier. Mass is converted to pure energy, which is then available for powering polar emission jets. But more consequentially, it becomes available for the second mechanism.
The other source of energy comes from what happens within the energy layer enveloping the end-state structure (the structure resulting from the gravitational collapse). The mechanism at work here is best described as an extraordinarily powerful energy amplification process. What is truly profound about this process is that it is not a mere conversion process, but is a veritable energy generating mechanism. For the proof and additional remarkable details, please see the journal-published articles The Nature of Gravitation-
al Collapse and Natural Mechanism for the Generation and Emission of Extreme Energy
Particles. (Links are provided at www.cellularuniverse.org)
Resolves the black hole mystery. But the most profound implication must surely be the ability of the Conversion Mechanism to provide the resolution to the long-standing problem of stellar black holes. As the journal Nature reported (2014 January), a proper understanding of black holes still does not exist. While it is claimed that quantum theory "enables energy and information to escape from a black hole," a full explanation of the process would require a theory that successfully merges gravity with the other fundamental forces of nature. But that is a goal that has eluded physicists for nearly a century.
"The correct treatment," according to physicist Stephen Hawking, "remains a mystery." [26] . But even worse, the singular mass at the heart of any stellar black hole is a far There simply is no empty region below the lightspeed boundary (the event horizon);
there is no "singular" point mass; and there is no paradoxical violation of special relativity.
Moreover, the mechanism of energy generation and ejection, at the fundamental level, can now be clearly understood.
Unexpected implication. After completion of the main body of this article and the write-up of the various, mostly self-evident, implications, there emerged an additional ramification. At first it was just something incidental, then it became an annoyance.
However, it could not be ignored. What it revealed was so unexpected, so logically inevitable, and so deeply profound, that a simple assertion of this implication would fail to do it justice and, in the absence of full and proper context, may risk sounding scarcely credible. Decidedly, it demands a proper exposition. It will be the subject of the next DSSU research documentation.
The Conceptual Trail
The conceptual trail started with "unorthodox" relativity and "bottled" energy, followed a natural course through to limitless power, which, in turn, led to stellar astrophysical jets.
The unorthodox approach was to consider the situation relative to the universal space medium. This meant reinterpreting the relativity equations in a way that recognizes that the work required to accelerate a particle from rest to its observed speed is not the same as changing its surroundings, namely its gravitational environment, causing its relative-to-aether motion to increase. Next, the trick was to find a natural way to release the bottled-up energy in mass. The trail led to the pure-energy envelope of the Terminal neutron star in which matter is captured and converted and, in the photonic form, is relentlessly blueshifted to higher energy frequencies. This two-part mechanism provides the limitless power. The astrophysical jets provide the evidence of the validity of the theoretical path thus followed. Where other explanations of the powering of jets fail, the DSSU theory succeeds (see [21] ).
James Jeans, so very long ago, had the right idea. The process of converting mass to energy is merely that of unbottling imprisoned wave-energy and setting it free to travel Conrad Ranzan
